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The European Equity Fund (NYSE:EEA) is

managed by Deutsche Asset & Wealth

Management’s International GmbH

Investment Management team. This team also

manages The Central Europe, Russia and

Turkey Fund and The New Germany Fund.

With roughly $1.29 trillion USD in assets

under management, Deutsche Asset & Wealth

Management (Deutsche AWM) ranks among

the ten largest bank-owned asset managers

globally. The asset management division has a

presence in 40 countries, and the group on the

whole is active in 71 countries.

Not surprisingly, the firm stands out for its

worldwide reach, which provides clients with

both a global perspective and local knowledge.

Running a sizeable corporate

asset management operation,

Deutsche AWM is a big player in

alternative investments, particu-

larly real estate, and is well

known for product innovation.

The European Equity Fund’s

lead portfolio manager, Gird

Kirsten, is located in the Frankfurt

office. He has 24 years of experi-

ence. CEFA last interviewed The

European Equity Fund in 2010.

The Eurozone refers to a currency union

among 19 members of European Union states

that have adopted the euro as their sole

currency. The evolution of the European

Union evolved from a regional economic

agreement among six neighboring states in

1951 to today’s hybrid intergovernmental and

supra-national organization of 28 countries

across the European continent. This stands as

an unprecedented phenomenon in the annuals

of history.

“Europe holds the oldest of nations within

the youngest of unions. The European Union

is the legacy for peace. Its nations ceded

sovereignty in exchange for the promise of

prosperity out of the hope for stability. Decade

by decade, institutions evolved that bound the

interests of elites across the continents.

The European Equity Fund

The European Union (EU) recently

delivered its second-ever EU State of the

Union address as it is beset by every kind of

crisis, including common currency threats, an

unpredictable and economically unstable

Russia and most dramatically, the fast moving

refugee crisis that threatens the heart of

European unity that questions the wisdom of a

borderless regime with 28 different ideas on

how to handle migration.” (Source: “The State

of Europe's Union,” Real Clear World,
September 8, 2015)

The decision of Germany’s Chancellor

Angela Merkel in September to open the

borders to hundreds of thousands of migrants

from the Middle East, Afghanistan and Africa

has put her on a collision course

with many in her party,

presenting the seemingly

invulnerable German leader with

one of her toughest political

challenges since she rose to

power a decade ago.

[Editor’s Note: Angela Merkel is

now facing a near-revolt over

migrants. She has been advised to

“Stop the refugee chaos. Preserve

German culture and values .…

Topple Merkel.” (Source: “Angela Merkel

Rejects Criticism of Open-Door Refugee

Policy,” The Guardian, October 15, 2015)]

“With as many as 10,000 migrants still

pouring in every day, mostly into the conser-

vative southern stronghold of Bavaria, even

some of the Chancellor’s allies are growing

strident in their criticism.

They say Ms. Merkel is out of touch and

without a plan, warning that what could be

more than a million migrants this year, will

overwhelm Germany’s public services,

security and culture. They are puzzled by a

leader who built up her power with a calm and

crowd-pleasing pragmatism, but now appears

guided as never before by personal convic-

tion.” (Source: “Chancellor Angela Merkel’s

Party Bridles at Her Open-Door Migrant

THE SCOTT LETTER is intended to

educate global investors about

closed-end funds. Closed-end funds

can be a valuable and profitable

investment tool. To learn about

closed-end funds, visit our web site,

www.CEFAdvisors.com, and in

particular, read our article, What Are

Closed-End Funds. 
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Policy,” The Wall Street Journal, October

16, 2015)

The European Equity Fund seeks long-

term capital appreciation by investing at

least 80% of its assets in equity and equity-

linked securities of companies domiciled

in Europe. The diversified Fund primarily

focuses its investments in equity securities

of issuers domiciled in member countries

of the EU, thereby increasing its vulnera-

bility to developments in that region.

Investing in foreign securities presents

certain market risks, such as currency

fluctuations, political influences and

economic changes. Any fund that concen-

trates in a particular segment of the market

will generally be more volatile than a fund

that invests more broadly.

Monetary policy, economic growth, the

Greek debt crisis and company earnings

were among the factors moving markets

during the first half of 2015.

The year started with a powerful rally

in the European equity markets, driven by

the European Central Bank’s launch of its

quantitative easing program, the weak euro

and improving Eurozone economic data.

Gerd Kirsten joined Deutsche AWM in

2009 and is a Managing Director and

Senior Portfolio Manager for European

Equities. Kirsten has an MBA in Finance

from Columbia University, New York, and

a Diplom-Kaufmann in Banking from the

Technical University of Berlin. He is a

CFA chartholder.

We telephoned Gird Kirsten on

September 11, 2015. He spoke to us from

the home office of Deutsche AWM in

Frankfort, Germany.

SL: Please describe the investment

philosophy and style of EEA? Has it

changed any in the last few years?

Kirsten: Yes, we have expanded our

already strong European team with more

fund managers. In addition, we changed

the strategy for this Fund four years ago to

our “stability” strategy. When we can

deliver more stable fund returns in markets

with greater volatility, the lower the

discounts that the closed-end fund will

have. We would like to get that message

out.

SL: How much have you diversified

EEA since our last interview?

Kirsten: With the new strategy, we

have concentrated the portfolio more. Each

position has a significant impact on

portfolio performance and hence holds less

than 50 stocks. Our multi-layered risk

management allows us to only take those

risks we want in the portfolio.

SL: Please describe the macro-

economic trends in Europe now and what

growth rate is expected in the EU in 2015?

Kirsten: Europe wants to recover from

the financial crisis and its own prolonged

sovereign debt crisis, particularly in the

Mediterranean countries.

The benefits of structural reforms that

can be seen in countries such as Spain and

Italy are rebounding, while Germany and

the United Kingdom stay the growth

engines. We plan for an acceleration of

growth in gross domestic product to 1.6%

in 2016.

After years of stagnation, we also

expect companies’ earnings to grow this

year. There is a real catch-up effect when

compared to the U.S.

SL: Your latest report shows EEA has

76.4% of its investments in France,

Germany, the United Kingdom and

Switzerland. Have any significant changes

in these percentages been made recently?

Kirsten: Strategically, we have not

changed allocations, but we are predomi-

nately bottom-up. The country weights

fluctuate when we change single stock

positions.

SL: Have there been many recent labor

reforms that have benefitted the portfolio?

Kirsten: Labor reforms, particularly in

Germany, have worked and pension reform

is good given the challenging demo -

graphics that we have. The retirement age

has been pushed back from 65 to 67.

However, on the negative side, there is

an ever expanding administrative monster

with regulations in many industries that

slow things down – an additional burden.

We also have a financial crisis in balance

sheet debt, not so much with consumers,

but with heavily indebted countries.

SL: Besides investing in companies in

all of the European countries that use the

euro currency, what EU countries are

growing the fastest? They appear to be

France, Germany, the United Kingdom, the

Netherlands and Switzerland. Is this

accurate?

Kirsten: We don’t manage top-down;

we want to see the fundamentals on a

company coming through and pick those

that have done better than they did in the

past. Currently, we find interesting

companies in Spain which is growing at

about 3%. Spain has different sectors in the

recovery stage.

SL: We like that you have only 3% in

energy stocks, because of the drop in oil

prices.

Kirsten: The oil price is fantastic, the

lower the better. There is euro devaluation.

The benefits are coming through as we

have devalued the euro, so selling prices

are going down which makes our exports

more competitive.

SL: That’s good. Your financial sector

was 22% of the portfolio as of June 30,

2015, up from 16% in 2014.

Kirsten: Both France and Germany

have a couple of very good financial

companies that are benefitting from the

credit cycle, and the regulatory and

financial burdens have been mastered so

we are reaping the benefits of the cash

returns from these companies.

(c) 2015 by

                           1-Year Returns                                  3-Year Returns                                  5-Year Returns                             Since Inception (7/23/1986) Returns

                           Average Annual                   Average Annual    Cumulative            Average Annual    Cumulative                            Average Annual    Cumulative

NAV                            -2.25%                                  7.40%               23.90%                      4.41%               24.06%                                       6.22%              487.80%

Market Price               -4.15%                                  6.64%               21.26%                      3.83%               20.68%                                       5.75%              368.02%

Source: Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management

The European Equity Fund

Performance as of September 30, 2015
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SL: Your semi-annual report lists the

top equity holdings of the Fund as of June

30, 2015: BNP Paribas S.A., Society BIC,

Orange S.A., Essilor International and

Smith & Nephew.

Kirsten: We have a couple of very

good “Sur” financial companies in France

and Germany that are benefitting from the

credit cycle. The regulatory and financial

burden of the financial sector have lagged

the U.S., but now we have caught up and

are reaping the benefits with a much higher

payout. Companies like Allianz, Banque de

France and BNP Paribas are beneficiaries.

SL: Have there been any recent

mergers in the Fund’s holdings?

Kirsten: In anticipation of consolida-

tion in the European telco sector, we

increased our sector weight and also

bought the fastest growing Spanish

operator, Jazztel. It was duly taken over by

the leading French operator, Orange, a year

ago at a 25% premium.

SL: Keep up the good work. What kind

of trade-offs do you have between growth

and value companies in the portfolio?

Kirsten: In a recovery phase of the

market, value stocks typically outperform,

while growth stocks underperform.

However, this cycle is not typical as we are

stuck in a low growth world in which

stocks showing any kind of growth are

rewarded by the market.

Our portfolio is, therefore, overweight

in structural growth companies and has

opportunistically taken positions in value

stocks with near-term catalysts.

SL: Is your largest sector in financials

because that sector promotes more

spending?

Kirsten: Financials are the biggest

sector in the European market. The Fund is

slightly underweight, but we like cleaned-

up balance sheets over the past years which

will lead to higher investor payouts going

forward.

SL: We note that you have a history of

annual payouts which we hope will

continue. Is Europe still “over-banked” due

to a higher growth rate in Eastern Europe?

Kirsten: The European banking

market has consolidated as a consequence

of the financial crisis.

SL: Isn’t there skepticism about

globalization of the European economies

to raise living standards?

Kirsten: The current discussions

around the Transatlantic Trade and

Investment Partnership are being led by

emotions in the general media. However,

Europeans know the benefits  that global-

ization has brought to them in the past. It is

normal to feel more anxious about such an

issue in times of perceived crises.

There is a valuation gap in favor of

Europe versus the U.S., and the average

yield is 3.7% in Europe. Quantitative

easing by the European Central Bank is

accelerating, while the U.S. Fed is tapering

and possibly hiking rates. The weak Euro

benefits the region (and tourists), and the

European consumer is starting to spend.

Risks always exist, but overall, now is

a great opportunity to enter the region as an

investor.

SL: Thank you, Gerd, for spending

time with us today and for bringing us up

to speed on the European Equity Fund. n
Disclaimer: Clients and employees of

CEFA as well as its family members own

shares of EEA at the time of this interview.

We will wait three business days after

publication before executing any buys or

sells in EEA.

(c) 2015 by

Closed-End Funds for Sustainable Income

Closed-end funds (CEFs) can help

investors seeking monthly income, but

their market prices can be volatile. Unlike

open-end funds, i.e., mutual funds, where

investors add capital for management and

redeem shares back for capital, a CEF is

bought and sold on an exchange that is

independent from the manager. They don’t

have to deal with inopportune in- or

outflows of assets.

Discounts: CEFs trade at market

prices, above or below NAV, causing a

discount/premium. Due to sentiment or

aggressive trading, prices can move

independent of NAV. We see this volatility

as opportunity to make entry/exits points

for funds. Historically, CEFs have traded

an average -4% discounts over the past 20

years with a typical range of 0% to -10%.

Distributions: There are 615 U.S.

CEFs/BDCs. Of those, 423 (69%) pay

monthly and 140 (23%) pay quarterly. We

include quarterly funds when building

monthly income for clients because some

funds or sectors, like BDCs, typically pay

quarterly. Our research found you can

generally get a wider discount (higher risk-

adjusted yield) for a quarterly versus

monthly payer.

Understanding CEF Portfolio Yield:

When building a high income portfolio, we

focus on 7%+ paying funds. Half of CEFs

(52%) pay at least quarterly over 7%. The

average yield for these 319 funds is 10.1%.

If you back-out the leverage and discounts

(leverage-adjusted NAV yield), they

averaged 7.2% (portfolio level to meet the

10.1% policy). 

Specifically, CEFA’s Hybrid Income

model has an indicated yield of 9.7% but a

leverage-adjusted NAV yield of 6.8%. Due

to leverage and discounts, the model

collects 41% more income (almost 3%+)

than what the manager needs to meet the

dividend policy. For this group of 7%+

funds, the leverage averages 24% but

ranges from 0% for equity to 40% for bond

funds. Leverage increases NAV volatility,

but with short rates low and the ability to

invest in higher yielding securities, it’s

generally positive for income. 

Discounts over the past 90 days

widened to the widest since the 2008-2009

Geographic Distribution

Germany ................................................  22%

France ...................................................  20%

United Kingdom .....................................  14%

Netherlands ...........................................  13%

Switzerland ............................................  11%

Spain .....................................................    6%

Denmark ................................................    4%

Belgium ..................................................    3%

Czech Republic .....................................    3%

Sweden ..................................................    3%

Norway ..................................................    1%

Poland ...................................................    0%

Source: Deutsche Asset & Wealth Management

The European Equity Fund

(as of September 30, 2015)
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Reprinted with permission from Mark

Mobius, “On Market Corrections and Keep

a Calm Head,” Investment Adventures in
Emerging Markets, mobius.blog. franklin-

templeton.com/2015/08/27/on-market-corr

ections-and-keeping-a-calm-head/

The global markets have experienced a

late summer swoon, blamed on factors

including concerns about slowing growth

in China and the impact of a potential

increase in interest rates this autumn.

Whatever the reason, we think it is

important to put these types of market

concerns in context, remain calm and look

for potential opportunities.

After months (if not years) of specula-

tion and debate, the U.S. Federal Reserve

has left the financial markets in a holding

pattern once again, deciding to keep its

benchmark short-term interest rates steady

at near zero. We know that the markets

dislike uncertainty, so we could be left with

continued volatility through year-end.

As investors in emerging markets, this

isn’t necessarily positive news, because we

are still left with the uncertainty that has

plagued the market for some time.

Some commentators have stated that

emerging markets have entered a vicious

cycle of capital outflows, currency

weakness and liquidity with higher interest

rates, which have resulted in weaker

growth. This has prompted more capital

outflows feeding into a negative loop.

On the other side, there are positive

aspects. If in the coming months, the Fed

feels confident enough in the U.S.

economy to raise interest rates, it could be

viewed as positive news for emerging

markets, particularly those with export ties

that benefit from a srtrengthening U.S.

economy. We would anticipate a stronger

U.S. economy would likely bring increased

demand for more imported goods, and a

stronger U.S. dollar relative to other

emerging market currencies could put

emerging markets in a more favorable

trade postition. Weaker currencies tend to

promote exports and help manufacturers.

To us, the key queston for equity

investors is where does the value lie? With

the general downturn in 2015 in emerging

markets, equity valuations have become

more atractive, with declining price-to-

earning ratios. Of course, with the low

intereast rates we have seen, average price-

to-earnings ratios have been moving up in

the last few years .

Only recently, with the downturn in the

markets, have we seen reasonable ratios.

However, in many cases they tend to be

high by historical standards, and therefore

a careful stock selection progam is

necessary in our view.

With the slowdown of economic

growth in China, we have also seen a

deceleration of imports. Although imports

are still substantial not only for China but

for all emerging markets, it is important to

note that the value of goods for certain

commodities may be down since

commodity prices have fallen in U.S.

dollars, while the quality may not have

declined.

China’s major imports are materials

such as metals, chemicals and other crude

mateials including iron ore, which

represent almost 30% of total import value,

followed by industrial machinery at 26%

and energy imports, including coal and gas,

at about 14%.

Exports of those items are therefore

likely to be impacted by China’s

slowdown, although, as mentioned, further

improvement in the U.S. economy should

be welcome news to help buoy these

industries going forward – and help

stablize global markets in general.

In our view, we would also emphasize

that while some recent market shocks have

been unsettling to many investors, volatilty

goes both ways – we could see equally

sharp rebounds in equity markets take hold

as more positive events unfold.

The global markets have experienced a

late summer swoon, blamed on factors

including concerns about slowing growth

in China and the impact of a potential

increase in interest rates this autumn.

Whatever the reason, we think it is

important to put these types of market

concerns in context, remain calm and look

for potential opportunities.

We don’t know for sure whether the

market rout has ended or has further to go.

We would note that many of the world’s

stock markets have not seen a significant

correction in many years. Individual

markets like Brazil or Russia are down

more than 30% this year, but many others

have not experienced losses that would

classify as being in a bear market. General

pessimism and uncertanity prevails in

markets right now, so it is possible some

markets could fall further before we see

stabilization.

Nevertheless, over the last 20 years or

so, our team has winessed a general

increase in volatility in all markets (equity,

commodity and fixed income) brought on,

we think, by increased use of derivatives

and the strong influnce of changing

government policies spread by an

exponential increase in news flow on the

internet.

We do know valuations in a number of

markets and sectors were getting quite

expensive, so this market downturn isn’t

all that surprising to us. Most notably in

China, it was clear to us that the domestic

A-share market has seen intense specula-

tion that had taken over and pushed that

market up to unsustainable highs in record

time on the back of government encour-

agement. With the inevitable denouement

taking place, Chinese investors are now

complaining about their market losses, and

the government has been active in trying to

revive the market’s fortune.

China’s central bank has cut interest

rates (the fifth cut since November) and

Mobius Sees a Fed Move Could Be Good News for Emerging Markets

(c) 2015 by
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Great Recession. Since 1995, the only

other time discounts breached -10% was

during the 1998 Asian Financial Crisis. It is

possible funds trading at deep discounts

will attract activists seeking open-endings,

liquidations or tenders. Investors could

profit if they vote for these measures.

(Source: CEF/BDC data is from our CEF

Universe as of November 6, 2015, unless

otherwise stated. Yield is not guaranteed

and can change regularly for a closed-end

fund.) n
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has loosened reserve requirements. There

isn’t a whole lot central bankers can do

when the money that is already in the

system isn’t being put back into the

market, not only because confidence has

been lost but also because of various

prudential requirements, the banks have

not increased lending. China’s central bank

hopes its latest measures will enable the

release of money from the banking system.

My main message during times like

these? Don’t be afraid to buy when

everyone else is selling. But remember also

that the best time to buy is when all the

sellers have finsihed their selling – which

may be easier said than done!

Bulls and Bears and Opportunities

While market declines can be painful

for investors, we like to view them as

periods of opportunity; we look to pick-up

bargains in anticipation of an eventual

market recovery.

I have studied stock markets in

emerging countries and found that their

bull markets have generally lasted longer

than their bear markets, and the bull

markets have tended to go up more in

percentage terms than bear markets went

down.

Of course, how emerging markets

behaved in the past does not necessarily

predict how they will behave in the future;

but I believe that one must take a long-term

view and average your investments over a

period of time – attempting to time the

market can be a frustating exercise. It can

take fortitude to invest when the outlook is

bleak and others are selling, but that’s often

when the best values can be uncovered – if

you do your homework.

Our Views on China Haven’t

Changed

Despite recent market volatility, we

consider the long-term outlook for China’s

market and economy to be good. We don’t

view this recent correction as the start of

any sort of economic collapse underway,

and it doesn’t change our view of investing

there.

Highlights of Some Reform Efforts in China

• On-going efforts are being made to

rebalance the economy away from

exports and investment and toward

domestic consumption, boosted by a

continued rapid rise in wages.

• Plans to address over-capacity and

promote an open, fair and transparent

market suggest a more robust attitude to

long-term profitability of state-owned

enterprises (SOEs). While SOE reform

has ben a little slow, we expect continued

progress.

• We believe a more commercial approach

among managements of SOEs could

have a positive influence; we recently

spoke with a manager from a major

Chinese oil company who said they are

implementing a system where pay is tied

to performance. That’s the type of thing

we are looking for, and is viewed as

positive.

• Monetary policy easing in China, the

Eurozone and Japan is supportive of the

financial system and the sustainability of

debt. n
Disclosure: CEFA clients and employees

as well as its family members own shares

of the Templeton Emerging Markets Fund

at the time of this interview. We will wait

three business days after publication before

executing any buys or sells in this Fund.

(c) 2015 by

Mark Mobius on 1997 Hong Kong Takeover

The Scott Letter interviewed Mark

Mobius in Hong Kong the day after it

became a part of China (July 2, 1997).

Mobius travels eight months each year,

often working far into the night in his

search for bargains required under the

Templeton criteria. Although he has

residences in Hong Kong, Shanghai and

Singapore, he is always on the move.

My friend Anatoly Mikutin joined me

for this important event, including visiting

Shanghai that was also celebrating the

hand-over with fireworks.

Michael Enright, professor of Strategy

and International Business, University of

Hong Kong, wrote a book saying that

Hong Kong has been many things – an

entrepôt, a listening post, a meeting place

and a window on the West into mainland

China. He wrote, “Hong Kong is the

quintessenal business city of the world and

a place where one’s perceptions are turned

upside down on a daily basis.“

SL: WilI Hong Kong still able to attract

multinational companies?

Mobius: Regional businesses tied to

China will be more sensitive to what is

happening in China. Shanghai will play a

bigger role in China’s development.

SL: Do you think that Hong Kong can

retain its advantage over other competitive

cities like Singapore and Shanghai?

Mobius: I think Hong Kong will be

more tied to China, as China will be

sensitive to what’s happening in Hong

Kong and its companies to serve the

booming Chinese economy.

SL: We heard from many here who

were gloomy about what will happen to

Hong Kong after the take-over? 

Mobius: I think things are positive, and

the integration will have to go forward. All

the gloomy prophets have been proven

wrong so far. We also recently purchased a

floor on the Shanghai Stock Exchange.

Both Shanghai and the Shenzhen

Exchange are doing over $1 billion USD a

day in trading.

We have 17% of our assets in Hong

Kong, but you must realize that Hong

Kong will no longer play the most

important role in China.

SL: What about  other cities in China? 

Mobius: Besides Shanghai, there is a

strip of cities along the coast that are doing

well. Fujian province, which is close to

Taiwan, is doing the best.

SL: When the new airport opens soon

on nearby Lantai Island, will it raise

shipping costs?

Mobius: Yes, the landing charges will

also be higher, but I think it will be

temporary. The harbor here is still one of

the best in the world.

SL: Thanks, Mark. We look forward to

more of your keen insights about Hong

Kong, China and the emerging markets in

future interviews. n
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For investors, though, it may be what

the governors had to say about the relation-

ship between the unemployment rate and

inflation that is most important.

Inflation has been well below the Fed’s

2% target, so the trade-off between lower

unemployment and higher inflation, called

the Phillips curve, lays at the heart of

economic models used by the Fed.

Although some members may look past

the Phillips curve, the same is probably not

yet true for Yellen. The Phillips curve is

anything but academic, but it makes the

Fed’s path even less predictable without a

clear pickup in inflation, or an unemploy-

ment rate well below the current 5.1%.

(Source: Justin Lahart, “The Fed Rate

Debate: New Twists in an Old Path,” The
Wall Street Journal, October 16, 2015)

We are pleased that the CEF/BDC

sector has improved in recent weaks with

the average fund trading about -1% closer

to NAV than its 90-day average and is in

line with its 1-year average.

Municipal bond CEFs now trade at

about -6% discounts, equity CEFs

at -9.8%, taxable bond CEFs at -9.4% and

debt-BDCs at -13% discounts. Over the

previous 20 years CEFs trade at an average

-4% discount to NAV. We have updated the

10-year CEF Discount/Asset Class Table

on the “Investor Resources” page of our

website. Slides and replay of our Quarterly

CEF/BDC research calls are also available.

Earnings season is about half-way over

for BDCs with mostly positive results for

the sector. We expect that after some near-

term tax-loss selling, the sector will

recover to average -8% discounts. We

continue to offer access to limited free

BDC data on www.BDCUniverse.net as

we continue advance our CEF/BDC

Universe data project. Series 5 of our

“CEFA Select BDC Trust” has launched;

visit www.SmartTrustUIT.com. n
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Third-quarter earnings season is here,

and we are considering carefully

where to deploy our clients’ assets.

We are global investors who invest in

Europe and Asia as well as the emerging

markets. As the quarter progressed, we

sold some of our less favored funds in

order to put more clients into The

Templeton Emerging Markets Fund

(NYSE:EMF) because of its recovery.

Reported U.S. earnings – something

the stock markets always dwell too much

on – are expected to come in 5% below

2014 levels. However, as we are now

primarily invested in funds, portfolio

performance may improve.

In some models, we raised cash so to

buy or add to our holdings in several

oversold funds later in the quarter.

The earnings decline in the energy

sector is attributable to the continued

plunge in oil prices, but the good news is

that in late September a reversal in the

price of the European Brent price began.

The oil price continues to recover.

Although economies are slowing in the

emerging markets, there are still many

reasons to return to these markets, due to

their history of higher growth.

The continuing strength in the dollar

has also cut into U.S. industrial profits in

manufacturing. However, continued cheap

fuel and low consumer prices are offering a

boost to the 68% of the economy that is

driven by consumer spending. (Source:

“Earnings Season is Here,” Barrons,
October 8, 2015)

As we are going to press, Fed Chair

Janet Yellen indicated that a December rate

hike is likely, but it still depends on the

U.S. economy’s continued improvement.

That comment puts a high hurdle on the

Fed raising rates at its December meeting.

This is absent a clear improvement in

recently economic data. Chair Janet Yellen

would risk two dissents from core

members of the Fed’s policy-setting

committee if she pushes to tighten.


